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Abstract

Community mobilization and collaboration among diverse partners are vital components of the effort to reduce and eliminate cancer disparities in the United States. We studied the development and impact of intersectoral connections among the members of the Massachusetts Community Network for Cancer Education, Research, and Training (MassCONNECT). As one of the Community Network Program sites funded by the National Cancer Institute, this infrastructure-building initiative utilized principles of Community-based Participatory Research (CBPR) to unite community coalitions, researchers, policymakers, and other important stakeholders to address cancer disparities in three Massachusetts communities: Boston, Lawrence, and Worcester. We conducted a cross-sectional, sociometric network analysis four years after the network was formed. A total of 38 of 55 members participated in the study (69% response rate). Over four years of collaboration, the number of intersectoral connections reported by members (intersectoral out-degree) increased, as did the extent to which such connections were reported reciprocally (intersectoral reciprocity). We assessed relationships between these markers of intersectoral collaboration and three intermediate outcomes in the effort to reduce and eliminate cancer disparities: delivery of community activities, policy engagement, and grants/publications. We found a positive and statistically significant relationship between intersectoral out-degree and community activities and policy engagement (the relationship was borderline significant for grants/publications). We found a positive and statistically significant relationship between intersectoral reciprocity and community activities and grants/publications (the relationship was borderline significant for policy engagement). The study suggests that intersectoral connections may be important drivers of diverse intermediate outcomes in the effort to reduce and eliminate cancer disparities. The findings support investment in infrastructure-building and intersectoral mobilization in addressing disparities and highlight the benefits of using CBPR approaches for such work.
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Introduction

Cancer disparities (in terms of incidence, survival, and quality of life) based on social groupings, such as socioeconomic status (SES) and race/ethnicity, are a persistent problem in the United States [1,2]. Drivers of these and other health disparities include many social determinants, such as employment and educational opportunities, access to and use of information, and environmental conditions, that have an unequal impact on population subgroups [3,4]. When taken in the context of an ecological perspective, which recognizes individual health as a function of factors ranging from the intra- and inter-personal levels to institutional, commu-
nity, and policy levels, it becomes clear that interventions are required within and across multiple levels to create sustainable change [5].

We focus here on opportunities to support multi-level action and sustainable change based in community settings, given that improved health promotion in this arena represents both an opportunity to leverage underutilized channels for health promotion as well as a vital strategy in the effort to reduce and eliminate health disparities [6,7]. Community mobilization, such as through community coalitions and intersectoral partnerships, is a useful way to support action and social change across levels. Such efforts allow a diverse range of stakeholders and influential actors to come together and identify key health issues, plan for addressing these challenges, and then take required actions [8,9]. Activated communities can use and build upon existing social structures and resources to engage in purposive, directed change, which may result in increased access to services, improved outreach and education efforts, or improved policies and other environmental factors [10]. Collaboration and community mobilization for health promotion have been the subjects of intense focus for government agencies and foundations in the United States over the past two decades, resulting in the formation of thousands of coalitions, alliances, and other forms of inter-organizational partnerships [11,12]. An extensive review describing the use of collaborative partnerships for health promotion in community settings conducted by Roussos and Fawcett provides additional information [9].

As part of community mobilization efforts, intersectoral partnerships can marshal human and social capital from a wide range of partners and may be a useful solution to problems that cannot be tackled by an organization or sector in isolation [9,12–14]. Diversity among partners can increase the range of resources available, not only in terms of pooling of resources or resource exchange, but synergistic creation of new and effective resources and potential to have an impact on a comprehensive set of health drivers [12,15]. Despite the challenges of collaboration with dissimilar partners [16], such efforts have successfully been applied towards to targeting health disparities overall [17] as well as specific behaviors and diseases, such as diabetes [18], HIV/AIDS [19], and substance abuse [20].

The development of a rich and productive set of partnerships among diverse players was one of the goals driving the development of the Massachusetts Community Network for Cancer Education, Research, and Training (MassCONECT) project. This initiative was funded by the U. S. National Cancer Institute (NCI) as part of the Community Networks Program, which focused on building infrastructure in communities to reduce and eliminate cancer disparities among racial/ethnic minorities and the underserved. This program built off the success of the Special Populations Networks program, in which relationships between academics and community-based practitioners resulted in the development and delivery of culturally appropriate educational materials and capacity-building among minority investigators and practitioners, among other benefits [21]. MassCONECT brought relevant stakeholders—academics, policymakers, community leaders, and other representatives from community-based coalitions, media, and local and state government—together to reduce and eliminate cancer disparities. The program built on the foundation of four community-based coalitions to engage community leaders and policymakers in Boston, Worcester, and Lawrence, three urban communities with low-SES populations. Detailed descriptions of the project are available elsewhere [22,23].

MassCONECT utilized a Community-based Participatory Research (CBPR) framework, which “integrates education and social action to improve health and reduce health disparities” [24]. Broadly, a CBPR approach builds on strengths and resources held by the community, combines knowledge and action to benefit of all partners, utilizes an iterative process that supports co-learning and empowerment, considers health using positive and ecological perspectives, and facilitates collaborative, equitable involvement of all partners throughout the research process [25]. This approach complements the focus on intersectoral partnerships as both perspectives place tremendous value on leveraging the knowledge and resources of diverse stakeholders in the development of practical and effective solutions to health problems [12,25]. CBPR is also expected to deliver long-term benefits to community partners by creating capacity for advocacy and generating system changes that reduce disparities [26].

Despite the popularity of collaborative partnerships, and the growing use of CBPR for such work, the literature is rather limited in terms of the impact of network development efforts on health outcomes [9,12]. Given that the goal of these efforts focuses on multi-level and sustainable change, impact should be measured according to those standards. Useful outcomes, then, include the following: a) relationships that develop among members of different sectors and support resource-sharing and build capacity for collective action, b) policies that are created or improved to support health, and c) systems that deliver community activities become fixtures in communities long after a particular initiative is completed [9,13,27,28]. Such system-level change is expected to drive health behavior change and ultimately have an impact on both health outcomes and health disparities [29,30].

Given our interest in relationship development as well as the products of relationships, we turned to social network analysis to assess the development of the MassCONECT network over the first four years of the initiative. Network analysis is useful for this purpose as it allows for assessment of relationships between parties of interest, here members of collaborative networks, as well as the impacts and outcomes of these relationships [31–33]. This methodology allows for the study of interactions as well as the ways in which patterns of relationships drive outcomes [34]. For this project, network analysis provided an important complement to other evaluation activities, by testing the assumption that increased and improved relationships among diverse stakeholders would lead to improved cancer control and disparities reduction efforts. This analysis also allowed us to examine the potential of the network to sustain and continue the work past the funding period. Despite the potential utility of using network analysis to evaluate and intervene on community partnerships, this application is still underutilized [14]. This area of the literature is growing, as researchers assess coalitions and networks focused on general health as well as on specific health topics, such as substance abuse or cancer disparities, [13,34–37].

This study adds to the field by focusing specifically on the impact of a subset of these collaborative relationships—those between members from different sectors. The purpose of the study was to explore the concepts of community mobilization and intersectoral collaboration in the context of a CBPR effort to address cancer disparities. Two research questions guided this study. First, how does participation in a CBPR infrastructure-building initiative impact the structure of the resulting network? What patterns of intersectoral relationships emerge? Second, what is the impact of intersectoral connections among network members on a diverse set of outcomes that support the reduction and elimination of cancer disparities?
Methods

Ethics Statement

All research procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board at the Harvard School of Public Health and informed consent was obtained from all participants. Verbal consent was obtained through reading a consent statement that emphasized the voluntary nature of the process, the confidentiality of data, and an assurance that the participant could stop participating at any time without recourse. The ethics committee specifically approved this consent procedure and interviewers documented the consent process as part of the study protocol.

Study Design

We conducted a cross-sectional study at the end of Year 4 of the MassCONECT initiative to describe the social network that developed over the time since the network's founding. We conducted a sociometric network analysis, meaning that we had a pre-defined network and attempted to collect data from each member about relationships to all other members on the list. This type of network analysis supports evaluation of network growth and resource exchange [33,38]. General study results and community-specific information were presented to each of the community coalitions after the analysis was completed.

This study was conceptualized, planned, implemented, and evaluated using CBPR principles [39], by a dedicated working group which was a subset of the Community Advisory Group, which included community partners from each community as well as investigators, dissemination partners and study staff. To limit potential conflicts and biases, most working group participants ensured that colleagues would take the survey on behalf of their group; however, two working group participants answered the survey in collaboration with colleagues.

Respondents

We defined the MassCONECT network to include 55 members who had participated in or planned events, received funding, regularly attended meetings, or supported a project/initiative directly related to MassCONECT in Years 1–4 of the initiative. This group includes the 23 original network members, who were invited to participate in the initiative by the investigators. Network members were classified as: Community-Based Organizations/Coalitions (e.g., a youth-serving agency or a coalition from one of the three communities), Researchers (either individuals or research teams), Philanthropic Organizations (e.g. foundations), Policymakers (e.g. elected and appointed officials), Providers (e.g. hospitals and health centers), and Public Sector (e.g. state and city departments of health) based on their roles at the time of entry into the MassCONECT network.

Reflecting the diversity of participants in this network, we defined “network member” as an actor that engaged with the network as an independent unit. Thus, the majority of “members” were groups, such as community coalitions or agencies. However, an individual was considered a “member” if he or she interacted with the MassCONECT network independently. For example, a junior investigator who dedicated her research time to this project without support from a larger staff and independent of her institution was considered a unique member. Similarly, independent research teams from the same university (but headed by different principal investigators) were treated as separate members given that they engaged with the network independently.

Data Collection and Measures

Data were collected from December 2008 to February 2009 by study staff using a paper-based questionnaire. The survey was administered in-person to 26 members and by telephone to 12 members due to distance or scheduling conflicts. The vast majority of responses were given by an individual representing the given network member, but for the four coalitions, the survey was taken by a team. We administered 38 surveys, which represented 38 members and the network member was the unit of analysis. We utilized fixed list data collection methods [33,40], meaning that we presented respondents with a roster listing all MassCONECT members. The roster was presented as a matrix with columns describing the organization (e.g. Harvard School of Public Health), the members of the team (e.g. Researcher A, Project Director B, etc.), and columns to describe interactions, if any. We presented names of organizations as well as individual members to prompt recall. This also reflected the fact that a network member could be an individual or a group based on the definition above. Respondents were asked to identify other network members they had “connected with for MassCONECT purposes” and also to identify the members they were in contact with before the MassCONECT program started in May 2005. Survey items were modeled after measures used by members of the working group in other studies [41,42]. All survey items were finalized after cognitive interviewing, a standard technique to identify difficulties respondents face in responding to questions and ensure that questions are being understood appropriately [43].

Network structure. As a first step, we created network maps to describe the patterns of connections between network members. In these maps, the positions of nodes (which represent network members) in the diagrams are determined by a spring embedding algorithm, which puts network members who have many connections in the center of the diagram and also puts members who connect directly to each other or with few intermediaries closest to one another [44,45]. Network members at the center of the diagram can be thought of as particularly involved in the network [33].

We assessed a series of network characteristics which have been shown in other settings to promote exchange of information and resources [33]. At the network-level, a measure of interest was network density, or the proportion of potential connections that were reported by network members. A more dense (or more highly connected) network may be useful and effective for sharing information and resources, but a more sparsely connected network may provide greater access to diverse contacts and novel resources. The point at which density transitions from being an asset to a limitation is a function of both the characteristics of the network members as well as the kind of relationship or resource transmission being studied. Regardless, a curvilinear relationship (resembling an inverse U) has been proposed between performance or spread of innovations and density [32]. We were also interested in network centralization, or the extent to which the network is focused around a small number of members. Networks that are highly centralized can spread information and resources effectively from the influential members, but may not be as supportive of shared decision-making and member empowerment [34] which are vital for collaborative partnerships. We also measured network-level reciprocity, or the proportion of connections that were reported by both members in a given pair. In other words, if Member A reports a tie to Member B and Member B also acknowledged that tie, it is considered reciprocated. Reciprocated connections tend to be stronger and are better supports of exchanges than connections that are only reported by one half of a pair. High reciprocity can indicate stronger
Relationships, but can also indicate greater clustering of groups within the network, which may limit exposure to/spread of new ideas [32].

A useful descriptive measure (assessed per network member) is degree, or the number of connections a given member has in the network. We then focused on out-degree, or the number of connections a given member reported to other members. This measure represents the set of connections that may be functionally useful to respondents [46]; therefore, potential collaborators with whom a member may engage. We also calculated betweenness, or the frequency with which a member serves as the most efficient way for other members to connect. Members with high betweenness occupy a strategic position in the network as they can link (or not link) other members, regardless of the overall number of connections they possess [32].

**Intersectoral connections.** We then narrowed the analysis to focus on intersectoral connections in the network. Analysis of intersectoral network density summarizes the percentage of potential connections that were realized both within each group (e.g. among Providers), but also between groups (e.g. Providers’ connections with Researchers). This metric counts all ties between members of a group, so a tie between a Researcher and a Provider is counted regardless of whether one or both parties noted that connection in the survey. We used the Ucinet density-by-groups procedure for this analysis [44]. For individual-level analyses, we focused on intersectoral out-degree, which represents the number of connections a given member reported to network members belonging to other sectors. This measure combines our interest in intersectoral connections with the focus on connections that may be perceived by the respondent as functionally useful. We used ucinet matrix manipulation routines to calculate this metric for each individual. Last, we assessed intersectoral reciprocity, which assesses the percentage of reported ties that are reciprocal. For the group-level comparisons, the measure assesses the percentage of ties that are part of reciprocated connections and then summarizes these patterns by group, here by sector [44,45]. As opposed to intersectoral network density, the statistic is calculated for each group regarding all of the other groups. Thus, the percentage of reciprocated connections reported by Researchers regarding Providers may not be the same as the percentage of reciprocated connections reported by Providers regarding Researchers. At the individual-level, we calculated the percentage of reported intersectoral ties that were reciprocated. We used the Ucinet reciprocity procedure for these measures [44].

**Key outcomes.** To assess the impact of community mobilization and intersectoral collaboration, we focused on three goals of the MassCONNECT effort to reduce and eliminate cancer disparities: community activity; grants and publications, and policy engagement. Again, this draws on the social ecological model and CBPR theories to recognize the importance of relationships between organizations/in communities, as well as the need for multi-level and multi-pronged health promotion efforts to drive changes in health behavior and health outcomes [29,47]. We created an index to measure activity in each of these categories and respondents were asked to focus on MassCONNECT-related work for each set of items. The four-item community activity index summarized reports that the member participated in, planned, and/or presented any of the following: activities hosted in the community, events to increase access to cancer-related services, events to improve the ability of community-based organizations to work with the media, or technical assistance. Community outreach and supports for improved prevention services were in line with the network goal to increase cancer control programming in underserved areas and build capacity for this work at the community level. The three-item grants and publications index summarized reports of submitting or receiving an award for a CBPR grant as well as participation in the development of a peer-reviewed manuscript. This outcome reflects the goal of increasing capacity among network members to engage in CBPR research in order to increase use of evidence-based cancer control interventions and decrease cancer disparities. The two-item policy engagement index summarized reports of engagement in policy development/implementation and engagement with state or local policymakers. Policy change is one of the makers of sustainable, system-focused change for communities.

**Data Analysis**

Network analysis requires dedicated software to assess relational data, and we used Ucinet-6 [44]. This software package includes procedures developed specifically for network data, which contain observations that are not independent and do not meet the assumptions of classical statistical techniques. Significance tests presented in this analysis are based on random permutations of matrices as is appropriate for relational data. Here, the significance levels were determined based on distributions created from 10,000 random permutations. We used linear regression procedures developed for network data for hypothesis testing [45,48]. Descriptive measures were calculated using standard Ucinet procedures developed for network data. For the first set of regression analyses, the multiple linear regression models included our predictor of interest, intersectoral out-degree, three collaboration outcomes, and several theoretically important covariates: City, Original vs. New Member, and Member Sector (e.g. CBO/Coalition). Dummy variables were created for the City and Sector variables. We tested the addition of other potential covariates, but did not find additional significant contributors to the model. The same process was used for the second set of analyses, in which the multiple linear regression models included our second predictor of interest, intersectoral reciprocity, three collaboration outcomes, and the same set of covariates. Again, the addition of other potential covariates did not improve the model and thus the model was left in this form. We could not analyze our two predictors of interest simultaneously because they were too highly correlated with each other. We were also unable to include intrasectoral out-degree and intersectoral reciprocity in the models for the same reason [49].

**Results**

A total of 38 of 35 network members completed the survey (69% response rate). Respondents included 11 Community-Based Organizations/Coalitions, 1 Philanthropic Organization, 2 Policy-makers, 4 Providers, 6 Public Sector Agencies, and 14 Research Members. Additional details are provided in Table 1.

**Network Structure**

The network diagrams presented in Figure 1 provide a visual aid to understand the changes in the network from Inception to Year 4. First, there is an increase in the number of connections (represented by lines between shapes, which represent members) from Network Inception to Year 4. The network density, or the proportion of all possible ties reported, was 16% at Network Inception and 35% at Year 4. The figure also highlights increasing diversity of key players. Compared to Network Inception, the map at Year 4 has a large number of network members who appear to be important to the network and they come from a wider range of sectors. This interpretation is supported by examining the network centralization, or the extent to which the network is focused on a small number of members, which decreased from 61% to 44%
when considering out-degree (or outgoing connections). A final important network-level metric is reciprocity. We found that reciprocity (or connections that are reported by both members of a pair) was 19% at Network Inception and 54% at Year 4.

Averages across the network for a series of member-level attributes also provide a useful picture. The average degree, or number of connections for a network member, was 10.21 (SD = 6.28) at Network Inception and 16.58 (SD = 7.97) at Year 4. The average out-degree, or number of connections reported by each network member, increased from 6.08 (SD = 6.31) at Network Inception to 12.76 (SD = 8.81) at Year 4. We also measured betweenness, which decreased from 36.37 at Network Inception to 25.90 at Year 4.

Intersectoral Connections: Sector-level Patterns

To examine intersectoral connections at a higher level, we assessed intersectoral density, or the density of connections between members of different sectors. As seen in Table 2, we found increases in the density of connections within and between most sectors between Network Inception and Year 4. Community-Based Organizations and Coalitions reported increases in connections with all other groups, such as a 16% increase in connections with researchers (from 19% to 35%). Similarly, Research members reported increased density of connections with all groups. Results for Philanthropic and Policymaker members are harder to interpret given that they had only 1 and 2 members, respectively. Public Sector Agencies reported increases in connections with all other groups, with the exception of Philanthropic Organizations (n = 1). We also found that a number of groups demonstrated increases in the density of within-group connections. We extended our interest in connection patterns to focus on intersectoral reciprocity at the sector level. As seen in Table 3, we found increased reciprocity of connections within and between most sectors, with an average change of 29% increase. The major exceptions to this pattern related to the Philanthropic Sector, but this is likely a function of having only one respondent in this category.

![Figure 1. Connections among 38 MassCONECT members at network inception (panel A) and Year 4 (panel B). Lines represent connections between network members, arrows reference direction(s) of connections. Node size represents degree, or number of connections per member.](doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0032130.g001)
Impact of Intersectoral Collaboration on Key Outcomes

Key Network Outcomes

The three outcome indices measured the extent to which members engaged in stated network goals. The mean response for the community activities index was 1.97 out of 4 (SD = 1.42); the mean for the publications and grants index was 2.29 out of 3 (SD = 1.01); and the mean for the policy engagement index was 1.97 out of 4 (SD = 1.42); the mean for the community activities index was 1.97 out of 4 (SD = 1.42); the mean for the publications and grants index was 2.29 out of 3 (SD = 1.01); and the mean for the policy engagement index was 1.97 out of 4 (SD = 1.42).

Impact of Intersectoral Collaboration on Key Outcomes

We examined the impact of intersectoral out-degree (the number of intersectoral connections reported by a given member) on three key network outcomes. Results are presented in Table 4. We found a positive and statistically significant relationship between intersectoral out-degree and the community activities index (β = 0.15, p = 0.002), controlling for important covariates including the location of the network member, whether or not the member was part of the original network, and sector affiliation. Similarly, we found a positive and borderline significant relationship between intersectoral out-degree and the grants and publications index (β = 0.09, p = 0.06). We found a positive and statistically significant relationship between intersectoral out-degree and the policy engagement index (β = 0.05, p = 0.05).

We then assessed the impact of intersectoral reciprocity on our three outcomes of interest, as seen in Table 4. We found a positive and statistically significant relationship between intersectoral reciprocity and the community activities index (β = 3.59, p = 0.004), controlling for important covariates, including the location of the network member, whether or not the member was part of the original network, and sector. We found a positive and statistically significant relationship between intersectoral reciprocity and the grants and publications index (β = 3.46, p = 0.003), controlling for the same covariates. We found a positive and borderline significant relationship between intersectoral reciprocity and policy engagement, controlling for the same covariates (β = 1.35, p = 0.07).

Discussion

This study describes a successful community mobilization effort that resulted in increased intersectoral partnerships and generated important short-term collaboration outcomes in the first four years of development. A diverse set of partners were engaged in a CBPR effort to reduce and eliminate cancer disparities, with purposive and directed effort in the areas of community activities, grants and publications, and policy engagement. Successful network development efforts such as those described here point to the utility of investments in infrastructure building, as well as the promise of using CBPR approaches for such endeavors.

The first hallmark of successful infrastructure building can be seen in the network structure that developed over the first four years. Community networks are the result of infrastructure building and are structured by sector, location, and type of member. Infrastructure building begins with the original network and results in increased intersectoral connections. The number of intersectoral connections increased from 0.16 (SD = 0.13) at Network Inception to 0.49 (SD = 0.18) at Year 4. Similarly, the percentage of reported connections that were reciprocated increased from 0.16 (SD = 0.13) at Network Inception to 8.71 connections (SD = 6.52) at Year 4. For intersectoral reciprocity, we found that the percentage of reported connections was 4.21 connections (SD = 4.88) at Network Inception compared to 24 (SD = 20) at Year 4. For intersectoral out-degree, we found that the average intersectoral out-degree for members was 4.21 connections (SD = 4.38) at Network Inception compared to 8.71 connections (SD = 6.52) at Year 4. For intersectoral reciprocity, we found that the percentage of reported connections that were reciprocated increased from 0.16 (SD = 0.13) at Network Inception to 0.49 (SD = 0.18) at Year 4.
years of the MassCONNECT project. Overall, we found increased connectedness and reciprocity of connections, which prime the network to support resource exchange and collaboration [32,45]. A similar pattern was found for connections between most sectors, which is expected to correlate with access to an increasingly diverse range of resources for network members [15]. The ability for an external initiative to support infrastructure building in intersectoral networks has been demonstrated elsewhere in health promotion settings [13,36]. These patterns reflect the spirit of community mobilization, which requires opportunities for diverse stakeholders to engage in the planning and production of change [11]. Certainly, both increased connectivity and collaboration with dissimilar partners come at a cost to network members and there is likely a threshold beyond which the cost of maintaining an extensive and diverse set of relationships exceeds the marginal utility of those relationships.

In addition to infrastructure development, we also found that intersectoral connections supported key intermediate outcomes for addressing cancer disparities: community engagement, grants and publications, and policy engagement. These findings are consistent with other research suggesting that the number of diverse connections and the strength of connections are important drivers of impact for collaborative efforts [11,46,50]. The volume of partnership outputs demonstrates the impact of network development. In the first four years of the network’s existence, the group delivered 117 community activities (of which 51 were focused on cancer), which reached over 13,000 individuals; developed 26 outreach materials, over 17,000 copies of which were distributed; generated 23 publications; and successfully applied for 7 leveraged grants [51]. The seven grants that were developed out of this work include new CBPR projects, offering opportunities for network members to continue to collaborate, build capacity in the communities, and create long-term, sustainable change. Findings of network growth, increased collaboration among diverse types of partners, and support for goals tied to reducing and eliminating cancer disparities are consistent with the results of network analysis studies from other CNPs, such as the Tampa Bay Community Cancer Network [37,52], and the WINCART program from California [36]. These studies point to the potential gains from collaboration among diverse partners, development of trust, and the impacts of capacity-building and CBPR to address disparities. At the same time, they raise a series of important challenges, including difficulties sustaining networks in a time of severe resource constraints.

By creating changes across multiple levels and in multiple sectors, the initiative created sustainable environmental changes, which are necessary to impact health, and in this case cancer disparities [9]. Such collaboration allows for creation of new assets, exchange and development of knowledge, ability to leverage complementary skills and resources, and improved efficiency of interaction between partners [53]. Also, from a capacity-building perspective, increased collaboration between organizations provides an opportunity for skill-sharing and skill transfer, so that the overall capacity of the network increases [54]. Increased capacity in this context may also improve opportunities to reduce the research-to-practice gap and bring evidence-based interventions to underserved communities in an appropriate manner [30]. These benefits point to the utility of investing in networks and allowing for the necessary time and resource commitment that form the basis for future collaboration and benefit.

In this network, a series of factors may have had a particular impact on the success of building intersectoral connections and engaging members in collaborative work. First, infrastructure and partnership development as well as resource exchange among partners were among the major goals of the MassCONNECT project. The program was explicitly designed to leverage existing social structures and resources within influential community coalitions and build partnerships among diverse types of members. Making network development an explicit goal and communicating this over the life of the grant provides a focus both on short-term collaboration, but more importantly, on long-term relationship development. Another supporting feature was that network members had a common and compelling goal, to reduce and eliminate health disparities. Such a focus is thought to help build consensus and motivate action among diverse network members [9]. Additionally, the application of CBPR approaches and frameworks emphasized collaboration among, participation from, and benefit to all partners, which all support effective network development, as found in a comparable network [36]. The social network analysis presented here is an excellent example of the diverse benefits of intersectoral collaboration. The impetus for the network analysis came from community partners, the study was executed by a team of researchers and community partners, and the work resulted not only in the sharing of results to each

### Table 4. Association between Three Collaboration Outcomes and Intersectoral Degree (Model 1) and Intersectoral Reciprocity (Model 2) at Year 4, controlling for important covariates \( (n = 38) \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Outcome 1: Community Activities Index</th>
<th>Outcome 2: Grants and Publications Index</th>
<th>Outcome 3: Policy Engagement Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>–0.10</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersectoral Out-degree</td>
<td>0.15**</td>
<td>0.09+</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r^2 )</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Model 2 | | |
|---------| | |
| Intercept | 0.75 | –0.65 | 0.49 |
| Intersectoral Reciprocity | 3.59** | 3.46** | 1.35+ |
| \( r^2 \) | 0.57 | 0.67 | 0.38 |

Key: + p-value less than or equal to 0.10, *less than or equal to 0.05, **less than or equal to 0.01.

1: Models control for city affiliation, member status (original vs. new member), and member sector.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0032130.t004
community, but also in the development of a one-day workshop on networks for staff of community-based organizations in the three communities. Tools developed for that workshop are still being shared and utilized through one of the leveraged grants, including a planning tool for strategic assessment and utilization of partnerships.

There are some limitations that help place the results in context. First, the results may be influenced by differences between respondents and non-respondents. Although we had a high response rate, some network members did not complete the survey. These members may have been less engaged with their counterparts than respondents and thus we may have studied the members who took most advantage of the network. Second, the majority of respondents received financial or other resources through participation in the MassCONNECT network and their desire to demonstrate success may have influenced their responses. Third, the data are cross-sectional; thus causation cannot be assessed. However, a connection must exist between individuals at the time of or before collaboration, so the directionality assumed seems plausible. Fourth, there was some heterogeneity in the data collection methods, but adjustment for survey mode did not impact the findings. Last, we studied a single network and therefore cannot generalize these findings to other networks or situations. Despite these limitations, the study provides a useful case study, assessing community mobilization and intersectoral collaboration with a systems perspective, focused on intermediate outcomes that impact sustainable change in the area of cancer disparities.

In summary, this study suggests that infrastructure-building efforts to support community mobilization and intersectoral collaboration can prime local systems to create sustainable change and reduce and eliminate cancer disparities. The challenge will be in maintaining and continuing to invest in these networks, so that the networks remain dynamic and can adapt to meet new challenges and offer new benefits to partners [14,55]. Future studies that include longitudinal data can provide deeper understanding of the mechanisms by which intersectoral partnerships and community mobilization can lead to effective efforts to tackle health problems. Similarly, detailed characterization of relationships [both in terms of structure as well as content exchanged] will allow for proactive network development to support collaborative efforts. Given the high cost of developing and maintaining connections in a network, particularly with diverse partners, strategic network development is of the essence, with a consistent focus on important benefits to all partners as well as the ultimate goal of reducing and eliminating health disparities.
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